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A gauge origin independent formalism for the calculation of molecular magnetic properties is 
presented. Origin independence is obtained by using London's gauge invariant atomic orbitals, 
expanding the second quantization Hamiltonian in the external magnetic field and nuclear 
magnetic moments, and using the resulting expansion terms as perturbation operators in 
response function calculations. To ensure orthonormality of the molecular orbitals, a field
dependent symmetrical orthonormalization is employed. In this way the gauge dependence of 
the London orbitals is transferred to the Hamiltonian. The resulting perturbation operators 
may be used to calculate magnetic properties from any approximate ab initio wave function. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
When a uniform external magnetic field is applied to a 

molecular system, the magnetic vector potential depends on 
the choice of gauge origin. Properties calculated using this 
potential are independent of the origin as long as the calcula
tion is carried out in a complete basis. In a truncated basis, 
origin independence is no longer guaranteed. To impose 
gauge invariance in such calculations one may attach field 
dependent complex phase factors to the atomic orbitals as 
done by London in his work on diamagnetic susceptibili
ties. I These factors make the individual atomic integrals in
dependent of the gauge so that properties calculated from 
these integrals become origin independent. At the ab initio 
level, these so-called gauge invariant atomic orbitals 
(GIAO) or London orbitals have been used in a series of 
papers by Ditchfield and co-workers to calculate magnetic 
shieldings and susceptibilities at the coupled-perturbed Har
tree-Fock level.2 London orbitals have also been used by 
other authors in calculations on small molecular systems.3 

An implementation of London orbitals applicable to larger 
molecules at the Hartree-Fock level has recently been re
ported by Wolinski, Hinton, and Pulay.4 

In a method developed by Kutzelnigg and Schindler, 
the phase factors are attached to localized molecular orbitals 
rather than atomic orbitals in order to simplify the calcula
tions.5 Although still present, the origin dependence of the 
properties is significantly reduced in this individual gauge 
for localized orbitals (lGLO) approach, basically as a result 
of damping the basis set error in the long range region. An
other approximately gauge independent method has been 
developed by Hansen and Bouman.6 In their localized orbi
tal/local origin (LORG) method the magnetic properties 
are calculated within the framework of the random phase 
approximation (RPA), utilizing the properties of the RPA 
solution to reduce the dependence on the gauge origin. 

The above approaches are restricted to the closed-shell 
coupled-perturbed Hartree-Fock level. Some correlated cal-

culations have also been reported.7 Bouman and Hansen8 

have recently extended the LORG method to calculate the 
paramagnetic contribution to chemical shieldings within the 
second-order polarization propagator approach 
(SOPPA).9 In calculations of diamagnetic susceptibilities, 
Geertsen has eliminated gauge dependence using certain op
erator identities.1O The only correlated calculations using 
London orbitals are those reported by Vauthier et al. at the 
second-order MQlller-Plesset level. 11 A review of methods 
(mostly uncorrelated) for the calculation of magnetic prop
erties has recently been given by Kutzelnigg. 12 We also refer 
to the monographs by MemoryI3(a) and by Ando and 
Webb. 13 (b) 

Recent years have seen considerable progress in tech
niques for calculating molecular geometrical derivatives. 14 

The development has focused on two problems: how to han
dle the geometry dependence of the atomic orbitals in an 
efficient and transparent manner, and how to extend the cal
culation of derivatives to highly correlated wave functions. 
First and second derivatives are now calculated routinely for 
all important wave functions: Hartree-Fock, MQlller-Ples
set, multiconfigurational self-consistent field (MCSCF), 
configuration interaction (CI), and coupled cluster (CC). 
Since magnetic properties may be expressed in terms of de
rivatives, these advances also apply to magnetic calcula
tions. In particular, the field dependence of London orbitals 
plays the same role in magnetic calculations as the geometry 
dependence of nuclear-fixed orbitals in geometrical calcula
tions. It may therefore be treated in the same way. 

Using the technique of second quantization, JQlrgensen 
and Simons15 and Helgaker and Alm16f16 have shown how 
the geometry dependence of nuclear-fixed basis sets may be 
isolated in the electronic Hamiltonian. Once the appropriate 
Hamiltonian has been constructed, the calculation proceeds 
as for geometry independent basis sets. The geometry depen
dence of the orbitals is discussed at the Hamiltonian level, 
before considering the details of the wave functions. We here 
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extend this method to magnetic properties by constructing a 
Hamiltonian which incorporates the field dependence of the 
London orbitals. This Hamiltonian may then be used to cal
culate magnetic properties from any wave function in a 
strictly gauge independent manner. At the Hartree-Fock 
level this approach is equivalent to that taken by Ditchfield.2 

At the correlated level there are no additional complications 
except those always introduced in correlated calculations. 14 

Time independent properties such as the magnetic sus
ceptibility may be calculated from the variational principle. 
For nonvariational wave functions we first construct a vari
ational energy functional using Lagrange's technique of un
determined multipliers and then proceed as for variational 
wave functions.17 Properties corresponding to time depen
dent perturbations such as the B term in magnetic circular 
dichroism, requires the frequency dependent response func
tion. These have been derived at the Hartree-Fock, 
MCSCF,18 and CCI9 levels. 

In the next section we introduce London orbitals and 
discuss how to construct the electronic Hamiltonian in the 
presence of a uniform external magnetic field and the field 
from nuclear magnetic moments. The expansion of this 
Hamiltonian to second order is discussed in Sec. III. In Sec. 
IV we discuss how the terms in the Hamiltonian expansion , 

may be used in magnetic calculations. The last section con
tains some concluding remarks. 

II. THE ELECTRONIC HAMILTONIAN IN THE PRESENCE 
OF A MAGNETIC FIELD 

In the presence of a magnetic field represented by the 
vector potential A the spin-free nonrelativistic electronic 
Hamiltonian may be written 

H(A) = L hmn (A)Emn (A) 
mn 

+ -21 L gmnpq (A)emnpq (A) 
mnpq 

(1) 

in terms of an orthonormal set of field dependent orbitals 
'11 m (r;A). The field dependence of the one-electron molecu
lar integrals 

hmn (A) = ('11m (r;A) Ih(r;A) I'll n (r;A) > 

= f 'I'! (r;A)h(r;A)'I'n (r;A)dr (2) 

arises from the field dependence of the one-electron Hamil
tonian h(r;A) and from the field dependence of the orbitals 
'I'm (r;A). The field dependence of the two-electron integrals 

gmnpq (A) = ('11m (rl;A) '11 n (rl;A) I r~21'1' p (r2;A) 'I' q (r2;A) ) 

f f '11! (r l ;A) 'I' n (rl ;A) '1'; (r2;A) 'I' q (r2 ;A) 
= drl drz (3) 

r l2 

arises from the field dependence of the orbitals only. The 
excitation operators 

(4) 

(5) 

are also field dependent. In Eq. (4) the summation is over 
spin. The one-electron Hamiltonian operator in Eq. (2) may 
be written 

I ZK 
h(r;A) =-rr-L-' 

2 K rK 

(6) 

where the summation is over all nuclei of charge ZK and 
position RK • The distance between the electron and the nu
cleus is given by 

rK = IrKI, (7) 

r K =r-RK· 

The kinetic momentum operator 

'IT= - iV + A(r) 

depends on the magnetic vector potential 

I 2 mKXrK 
A(r) =-Bxro +a L 3 ' 

2 K r K 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

I 
where the first term represents an externally applied uniform 
field B and the second term the field from nuclear point 
magnetic moments mK • In Eq. (10) a is the fine structure 
constant. 

The potential representing the external field B in Eq. 
(10) depends on the position of the electron with respect to 
an arbitrarily chosen gauge origin 0: 

ro=r-O. ( 11) 

The calculated properties should, however, be independent 
of this origin. This requirement is fulfilled when the one
electron basis is complete. For truncated basis sets origin 
independence is not guaranteed. In this paper we construct a 
field-dependent molecular orbital basis which fulfils the fol
lowing requirements: ( I ) The molecular integrals are origin 
independent. This is achieved by expanding the molecular 
orbitals in London orbitals. (2) The basis is orthonormal 
and varies smoothly with the magnetic field. This is achieved 
by a field-dependent symmetrical orthonormalization of the 
zero-field orbitals. As we shall see, orthonormality means 
that the field dependence of the excitation operators may be 
ignored when properties are calculated. The final electronic 
Hamiltonian (neglecting spin-dependent terms) may there
fore be written in the form 
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~ 1 ~ 
R(B,rn) = L h mn (B,rn)Emn + - L gmnpq (B)emnpq , 

mn 2 mnpq 

(12) 

which is origin independent. 

A. Field-dependent atomic orbitals (London orbitals) 

Let XI' (r M ) be an atomic orbital centered on nucleus M 
at position RM. The London orbitaP is defined by 

(13) 

where AM is the potential representing the external magnetic 
field B at RM: 

(14) 

Note that A~ depends on the position of the orbital relative 
to the gauge origin 

(15) 

and that the potential representing the nuclear moments in 
Eq. (10) does not enter the phase factor in Eq. (13). In 
conclusion, the London orbitals depend parametrically on 
the field strength B and the gauge origin 0 as well as the 
orbital position RM. 

Integrals over London orbitals are origin indepen
dent.20 To see this, note that the kinetic part of the one
electron integral Eq. (2) may be written 

kJLv (A) = (WI' (AM) I ~ r I Wv (A~) ) 
= (XI' lexp(iA~ 'r)H - i V + A(r) f 

Xexp( - iA~'r) IXv)' (16) 

where N is the nucleus on which X Y is centered. In order to 
collect both exponential factors in Eq. (16) to the left of the 
kinetic operator, we apply the commutator 

[ - i V + A(r), exp( - iA~ 'r)] = - exp( - iA~ 'r)A~ 
(17) 

r 

hN(riB,m) = 

where 

LK=-irKXV (28) 

is the operator for angular momentum around nucleus K. 
In conclusion, the London orbitals have the effect of 

removing the origin dependence from the kinetic integrals, 
introducing at the same time field dependence in the overlap 
and potential integrals through exponential factors modify
ing the operators. We note that the London orbitals may be 
expanded in higher angular momentum orbitals: 

twice. We obtain 

kJLy(A) = (XI' lexpUAMN'r)H -iV+A(r) -AN]2IXv), 
(18) 

where the potentials 

A~.fN = AM - A~ = !BXRMN, (19) 

1 2 mKXrK 
A(r) - A~ = - BxrN + a 2:. (20) 

2 K r~ 

are independent ofO. The integral itselfEq. (18) is therefore 
origin independent. We may now write the kinetic integral 

kJL,,(B,m) = (J1lexp<!iB.RMN xr)!ntlv), (21) 

where Iv) is short hand notation for Ix v) and 

(22) 

The subscript on the kinetic momentum operator 1r N indi
cates that the external vector potential should be calculated 
relative to the position of nucleus N. The integral Eq. (21) is 
now a function ofB and m only. Proceeding in the same way 
for the other integrals we find 

SJLv(B) = (fl lexpqiB·RMNxr)lv), 

hI''' (B,rn) = (fl lexpWB·RMNxr)hN(r;B,m) Iv), 

gJLvpa(B) 

(23) 

(24) 

= <flV lexp [F B· (RMN Xr1 + RpQ xr2 )] r i'2 1Ipu), 
(25) 

where P and Q refer to the nuclei of orbitals XP and Xv' The 
one-electron operator in Eq. (24) is given by 

1 ZK 
hN(r;B,rn) =-rN - L-' (26) 

2 K rK 

Expanding the square of the kinetic momentum in the usual 
manner we obtain 

(27) 

WI' (rMjAM) = exp( - iAM·r)XJL (rM) 

= XI' (rM ) - iAM·rXJL (rM ) + .... (29) 

The London orbitals incorporate some of the physics of mag
netic perturbations, representing to first order the eigenfunc
tion of a one-electron system which has been perturbed by an 
external magnetic field and which is described by XI' at zero 
field. These orbitals therefore constitute a physically moti
vated, compact basis set for magnetic calculations.21 
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It should be noted that the exponential factor 
exp( - iA ~'r) in the London orbital Eq. (13) depends on 
the origin of the coordinate system. A displacement of the 
origin by ° therefore changes the phase factor of a contracted 
orbital centered on nucleus M by exp(iA ~ '0). Since this 
factor is constant (i.e., independent of the electronic coordi
nates), the variational space remains the same and the calcu
lated properties are unaffected. 

B. Field-dependent molecular orbitals 

We now construct field-dependent molecular orbitals as 
linear combinations of London orbitals: 

II'm(r;Ae) = L Cml'(B)cul'(r;Ae). (30) 
I' 

Since the atomic overlap integrals are functions ofB we must 
allow the orbital coefficients to depend on B. Otherwise we 
cannot maintain orthonormality when the field changes. 
The following is a convenient way to construct the molecular 
orbitals. 

At zero field Bo = 0 we determine a set of real orthonor
mal orbitals as linear combinations of atomic orbitals: 

¢m (r;Bo) = L Cml' (Bo )cul' (r;Bo) 
I' 

= L Cml'(Bo)XI'(rM)· (31) 
I' 

Since the potential vanishes at zero field the London orbitals 
in Eq. (31) are the usual real atomic orbitals. The orthonor
mality of the MOs implies 

Smn(Bo) = L Cml'(Bo)Cnv(Bo)Sl'v(Bo) =omn' (32) 
1'1' 

When the external field is applied, we first consider the un
modified molecular orbitals (UMOs) ¢m (r;Ae) 

¢m (r;Ae) = L Cml' (Bo )cul' (r;Ae) (33) 
I' 

obtained by combining London orbitals using the unmodi
fied zero-field coefficients. The integrals over these orbitals 
are origin independent as they are fixed combinations of ori
gin independent atomic integrals: 

Smn(B) = L Cml'(Bo)Cnv(Bo)Sl'v(B), (34) 
1'1' 

hmn (B,m) = L Cml' (Bo )Cnv (Bo )hl'v (B,m), (35) 
1'1' 

gmnpq(B) = ") Cml'(Bo)Cnv(Bo)Cp,t(Bo) 
p,-';tu 

XCqu(Bo)gl'v.<a(B). (36) 

Since the overlap matrix Eq. (34) is field dependent 

Smn (B) =/=0mn, (37) 

the UMOs are nonorthogonal and cannot be used to con
struct the Hamiltonian operator. But provided S(B) is non
singular we may define a set of orthonormalized molecular 
orbitals (OMOs) 

(38) 
o 

by symmetric orthonormalization of the UMOs. (We use 
the short hand notation S ;;;n 112 = [S - 112] mn .) From these 
orbitals we may construct the electronic Hamiltonian. We 
obtain 

mn 

+ ~ L gmnpq(B)emnpq(Ae), (39) 
mnpq 

where the OMO integrals (denoted by tilde) are given by 

Smn (B) = 0mn' (40) 

hmn (B,m) = L hm·n, (B,m)S ;;;~,/2(B)S n-;;Y2*(B), (41) 
m'n' 

gmnpq (B) = L gm'n'p'q' (B)S ;;;~!2(B)S n-;;Y2*(B) 
m'n'p'q' 

(42) 

Although the OMO integrals are origin independent, the 
OMO orbitals are origin dependent since they are expanded 
in the origin dependent atomic orbitals. Therefore, Emn (Ae) 
and emnpq (Ae) and hence the Hamiltonian Eq. (39) are ori
gin dependent. 

C. Field-dependent excitation operators 

Although the excitation operators depend on A e, this 
dependence may be ignored when calculating the electronic 
energy and its derivatives. To see this note that the creation 
and annihilation operators always appear in expectation or 
transition densities such as (<Pi /a,;; an+ aqap /<Pj ) where /<P) 
and /<Pj } are configuration state functions. These densities 
may be written as expectation values of the vacuum state 
(vac/a a "'a a+a+a a a+"'a+a+/ vac). Accord-

PI 1'2 PN m n q p VN V2 VI 

ing to Wick's theorem such expectation values may be ex
pressed as sums over all totally contracted terms, each of 
which depends on the orbital overlaps only. Since these are 
the Kronecker delta for orthonormal orbitals, the vacuum 
expectation values are independent of Ae provided the orbi
tals are orthonormal at all values of the field. Since this con
dition is fulfilled for the OMO integrals, we may neglect the 
field dependence of the creation and annihilation operators. 
Therefore, for the purpose of calculating properties as de
rivatives of the electronic energy, we may use the following 
Hamiltonian: 

H(B,m) = L hmn (B,m)Emn 
mn 

+ ~ L gmnpq(B)emnpq ' (43) 
mnpq 

The integrals depend on the field B and the nuclear moments 
m while the excitation operators are field independent. Prop
erties calculated from this Hamiltonian are origin indepen
dent. However, if we wish to calculate properties which de
pend on the overlap between wave functions at different B, 
we must use the origin dependent Hamiltonian Eq. (39). 
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III. EXPANSION OF THE HAMILTONIAN IN THE FIELD 

We have constructed a Hamiltonian Eq. (43) which is 
valid at all values of the field B and the nuclear moments m. 
We may now expand this Hamiltonian in Band m around 
B = 0 and m = 0 and obtain 

B(B,m) = H(O) + H(I)[!] + ~ [Bffi]H<2>[!] + "', 

(44) 

where tilde denotes transposition. Indices in parentheses (k) 

denote the k th order derivatives at B = 0 and m = O. From 
the discussion above each term in Eq. (44) has the form 

H (k) - " h- (k)E + 1 " -(k) (45) - L mn mn 2" L gmnpqemnpq' 
mn mnpq 

where the integral derivatives are origin independent. It re
mains to determine the explicit form of these derivatives. 

A. Derivatives of the OMO integrals 

The expressions for the OMO integrals Eqs. (41) and 
( 42) are not particularly useful since differentiation with 
respect to Band m quickly leads to unwieldy expressions. 
We therefore start by deriving more convenient expressions 
for these integrals. We introduce the class of integrals (de
noted by caret) 

hmn (1) = L hpq [exp(t In S)]mp [exp(t In S) ]~q, 
pq 

(46) 

which includes as special cases the UMO and OMO integrals 

hmn (0) = L hpq [SO]mp [SO]~q = hmn' (47) 
pq 

h mn ( - 1/2) = L h pq [S - 112] mp [S - 112] ~q = h mn . 
pq 

(48) 

Although In S appears in Eq. (46) the explicit calculation of 
the logarithm is avoided as shown below. We now expand 
the caret integrals Eq. (46) in t around 0 and set t = - 1/2. 
Differentiating the caret integrals with respect to t at the 
expansion point we obtain 

h ;"n II = 0 = {In S,b} mn' ( 49) 

h ;;'n II = 0 = {In S, In S,b} mn , ( 50) 

and so on. In Eq. (49) we have introduced a brace notation 
for one-index transformations 

(51) 
o 

and in Eq. (50) we use the following notation for symme
trized multiple one-index transformations: 

{T\ ,T2 ," 'Tn,h} 

(52) 

We may now write the caret integrals in terms ofUMO one
index transformations 

h(t) = h + {tn S,h}t + Hln S, In S,b}t 2 + ". 
(53) 

and setting t = - 1/2 we obtain the desired expression for 
the OMO integrals: 

ii = h - ! {In S,h} + k {In S, In S,h} - .... 

(54) 

This expression is equivalent to Eq. (41) but more conven
ient since there are no references to individual indices. Also 
note that higher-order terms are constructed from those of 
lower orders. Before taking derivatives, we note that 

In S(Bo ) = 0 (55) 

at zero field. Therefore, k th order derivatives with respect to 
Band m contain no higher than k th order one-index trans
formations: 

b(O) = hO, (56) 

ii(1) = h(1) -! ([In S](1l,h(O)}, (57) 

h(2) = b(2) -! ([In S](2),h(0)} - {[In S](I),h(1)} 

+! {[In S](O, [In S](1),b(O)}. (58) 

To arrive at the final expressions we must determine the 
derivatives of In S. Expanding In S in a power series we ob
tain 

InS=(S-I)- (S~I)2 + (S~1)3 _"', (59) 

which gives us 

[In S](1) = S(1), (60) 

(61) 

Inserting these in Eqs. (57) and (58) above we obtain the 
final expressions: 

ii(O) = h(o>, (62) 

ii(1) = h(1) - !{S(I),h(O)}, (63) 

ii(2) = h(2) - HS(2) - S(I)S(I),h(O)} - {S(\),h(1)} 

+ !{S(1),S(I),b(O)}, (64) 

for the derivatives of the OMO integrals in terms of the de
rivatives of the UMO integrals. In the two-electron case the 
one-index transformations are given by 

{T,g} mnpq = L (Tmogonpq + T~ogmopq 
o 

(65) 

but otherwise the expressions are the same as for the one
electron integrals. We finally note that the UMO integral 
derivatives are given by: 

S(k) = '" e(O)e(O)s(k) 
mn ~ mp nv JLV , (66) 

1''' 

h (k) =" e(O)e(O)h (k) 
mn ~ mp nv p,v' (67) 

1''' 

g
(k) = '" e (0) e (O)e (O)e (O)g(k) 
mnpq ~ mp. nv pp qa p.vpa" (68) 

I'vpa 
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It remains to discuss the differentiated AO integrals in Eqs. 
(66)-(68). 

B. Derivatives of the London AO integrals 

Differentiating the overlap integral Eq. (23) with re
spect to B at zero field we obtain 

where tilde denotes transposition. Introducing the antisym
metric matrix 

(71 ) 

we may write cross products as matrix multiplications 

RMNxr = QMNr. (72) 

The differentiated overlap integrals may then be written as 
linear combinations of first and second moments integrals: 

(73) 

(74) 

In Eqs. (77) and (81) overbar means that the resulting 3 X 3 
matrix should be symmetrized. 

It should be noted that the integrals in Eq. (79) are 
divergent when K = L corresponding to the infinite self-en
ergy of point magnetic dipoles.22 The integrals K =/=L enter 
the diamagnetic part of the indirect nuclear spin-spin cou
pling constants. 

IV. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES CALCULATED FROM 
LONDON ORBITALS 

We have expanded the electronic Hamiltonian in the 
external magnetic field B and the nuclear magnetic moments 
m using London orbitals. The resulting terms Eq. (45) may 
be used as perturbation operators in the same way as, for 
example, geometrical perturbations. The only difference is 
that the magnetic perturbations of odd orders are imaginary. 
Therefore, if the wave function involves optimization of or
bitals we must consider imaginary rotations. These may be 
parametrized as 

The derivatives of the one-electron Hamiltonian integral Eq. 
(24) are obtained in the same way. We find to first order 

Jh,w I = 2- (f.lILN + iQMNrh Iv), (75) 
JB B.m=O 2 

JhjJv I 2( I LK I ) -- =a f.l - v , 
mnK B.m=O rk 
and to second order: 

J
2
hjJVI 

JB2 B.m=O 

= 2- (f.llr~1 - rNrN + 2i QMNrLN 
4 

+ QMNrrQMNh Iv), 

J
2
hjJV I 

JBmnK B.m=O 

(76) 

(77) 

=~2 (f.ll (rK.rN)l-r:~N+iQMNrLK I v), (78) 

J
2
h,.,v I 

mnKmnL B.m=O 

(79) 

Finally, the derivatives of the two-electron integrals Eq. 
(25) are given by 

(80) 

(81) 

exp(iK) = exp[i I K!n (Emn + Enm)] , (82) 
m>n 

where the summation is over nonredundant rotations.23 For 
real perturbations the corresponding variations may be writ
ten 

exp(iK) = exp [ - I K...n (Emn - Enm)] . (83) 
m>n 

If the wave function involves variations in the configuration 
space, we must consider the unitary transformations 

(84) 

as opposed to the orthogonal transformations 

exp(iS) =exp[ - ~S~(ln><ol-lo>(nl>]. (85) 
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In Eqs. (84) and (8S) the states 1 n) are orthogonal to the 
reference state 10). Therefore, in order to obtain expressions 
for magnetic properties we need only make minor modifica
tions in the corresponding expressions for properties arising 
from real perturbations. 

For variational wave functions, the responses of the 
wave function obey the 2n + I rule. For non variational 
wave functions we introduce Lagrange multipliers and ar
rive at the magnetic properties by differentiating the Lagran
gian. The responses of the wave function and the multipliers 
then obey the 2n + 1 and 2n + 2 rules, respectively.17 For 
example, for variational wave functions the magnetic mo
ment is calculated as an expectation value, combining densi
ties with first derivative integrals. For non-variational wave 
functions we proceed in the same way, combining first deriv
ative integrals with variational densities obtained from the 
original densities by adding correction terms calculated 
from zero-order multipliers. 

Magnetic properties may also be calculated from fre
quency dependent response functions. The terms in the ex
pansion Eq. (44) then represent time independent perturba
tions and the magnetic properties are obtained by 
substituting these perturbations into the general expression 
for response functions. For example, the susceptibility is ob
tained from the linear response function «HI ,HI) ) '" = 0' 

where HI is the field-dependent part of H(J) in Eq. (44) and 
the B term in circular dichroism is obtained from the residue 
lim({U2 - {Urn ) «fl.;HI ,fl.»"" =0''''2' where {Urn is the excita
tion energy and fl. the electric dipole operator. 18 

Frequency dependent linear and quadratic response 
functions have been determined for Hartree-Fock, 
MCSCF,18 and CC9 wave functions. A linear response 
function where poles and residues are determined consis
tently through second order has been derived within the 
framework ofSOPPA.9 The expressions for magnetic prop
erties are easily obtained from these response functions. No 
changes are needed since the response functions are derived 
for general Hermitian perturbations. 

V.SUMMARY 

We have demonstrated how the field dependence of 
London's gauge invariant atomic orbitals may be isolated in 
the electronic Hamiltonian, making magnetic calculations 
transparent to the use of such orbitals. We have expanded 
this Hamiltonian to second order in the external magnetic 
field and the nuclear magnetic moments. The resulting per
turbation operators take care of all effects arising from the 

use offield-dependent orbitals and may be introduced direct
ly in the usual expressions for molecular properties, time 
dependent as well as time independent. The only additional 
complication is that more general atomic integrals are need
ed. Correlated calculations require no special attention. 
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